CSEA Pushes Demand for More MH Staff

Budget Division fails to fill 2,400 MH jobs

NEW YORK CITY — CSEA officials continue to battle for increased staff in mental hygiene facilities. At press time CSEA Lobbyist James Featherstonhaugh was scheduled to testify before the Senate Mental Hygiene Committee. Earlier this month, CSEA officials testified at hearings conducted by the Assembly Standing Committee on Mental Health. Union spokesmen said the effects of budget cuts on state psychiatric and developmental centers are extremely serious, and that conditions in the institutions are explosive.

CSEA has prepared a report, "A Return to Tragedy — The Effect of Mental Hygiene Staff Reductions," which documents for lawmakers and the news media how staff cuts have damaged the quality of care in the state facilities. The report documents the fact that Division of Budget is failing to fill more than 2,400 mental hygiene jobs that the legislature appropriated money for.

"It's clear that the legislature wanted to keep adequate staff levels and the Division of Budget is just ignoring that mandate," said CSEA President William L. McGowan. "We've seen the damage David Stockman's Budget Office has done to human service programs on the federal level," said Featherstonhaugh. "It seems the state budget office is using Stockman's methods as a model."

President McGowan added, "Repeatedly we've been told that in a family it is unfair to treat a child who is a star athlete and a handicapped child alike. We have been told that the handicapped child needs more attention and care. But the handicapped and mentally ill members of the family of New York have seen the services they need crippled by arbitrary budget cuts."

Smallest change in years in insurance deductions

State employees enrolled in the New York State Health Insurance Plan may see changes in their health insurance deductions depending upon which option they are enrolled in. Employees that have selected the Statewide Option (Metropolitan) will have the following amounts deducted from their bi-weekly paychecks:

- Individual Contract $2.95 (increase of $.35 bi-weekly)
- Family Contract $12.09 (increase of $1.13 bi-weekly)

The Metropolitan annual deductibles will increase from $100 to $108 (individual) and from $300 to $324 (Family).

Those employees enrolled in GHI will not be required to contribute any premium for either individual or family coverage, as was the case in 1983.

Most employees that are enrolled in a Health Maintenance Organization (HMO) will see a reduction in their bi-weekly health insurance deduction. Family contracts with IHA and SHIELD will slightly increase by $.16 and $.32, respectively. Payroll changes will occur on December 28 (Administrative Payroll) and January 4 (Institutional Payroll).

Any premium changes for local government employees that participate in the State Health Insurance Plan will depend upon the employer/employee premium split negotiated in their own collective bargaining agreements.

A union spokesperson said, "While we are never happy to see any increase in premium cost to our members, the increase for 1984 is the smallest we have seen in over three years. It would seem that the various modifications made to the State Health Insurance Plan in negotiations have helped to slow the tremendous increases in premium costs that occurred in 1981, 1982 and 1983."

Thomas Rice, a MHTA at Gowanda Psychiatric Center, says male ward employees are required to go to other wards and do "male work" and then return to their own wards to continue working. Rice's complaint was one of many voiced about working conditions at Gowanda during a recent emergency membership meeting called there by CSEA officials. For a detailed review of continuing labor-management problems at Gowanda, see page 5.
Court issues landmark ruling on pay equity

In what could be the nation's most significant sex discrimination decision, a federal district judge has ruled that the state of Washington must raise the salaries of underpaid state workers in female-dominated jobs. That state has estimated the cost of the salary increases at $130 million a year.

Judge Jack E. Tanner said the state also must award back pay dating from September 1979. Tanner has already appointed a special master to work out a formula for the back pay award and to compute the amount to be paid. According to the state and to AFSCME which brought the suit, that could cost the state more than $500 million.

AFSCME President Gerald W. McEntee called Tanner's ruling "a victory for working women everywhere." He predicted that the ruling in Tacoma "eventually will affect every one of the nearly 83,000 public jurisdictions in the country."

McEntee said the landmark ruling "will break the pattern of sex-based wage discrimination in this country.

"For the first time, employers all over will have to stop underpaying female-dominated jobs. It's a practice so common, so insidious, that many people don't even recognize the discrimination when they see it. Now they'll see it," he said.

AFSCME filed suit against the state of Washington in 1982, after nearly 10 years of efforts to achieve pay equity in the state had failed.

During that time the state conducted numerous pay equity, or comparable worth, studies. Then-Gov. Dan Evans said it was his intention "that the state take the lead, by enforcement and example, in eliminating all forms of discrimination." He held that if the state's salary schedules reflect a bias in wages paid to women compared to those of men, then we must move to reverse this inequity.

Judge Tanner ordered the state to begin immediately to implement its own salary surveys, rather than over 10 years, as the state wanted to do.

According to the state-commissioned personnel studies, people in female-dominated jobs were being underpaid relative to people in male-dominated jobs held to be of equal worth in the state. That means the jobs required roughly the same level of skill, effort and responsibility, and scored the same number of points in analyses that also took into account work environment, danger, accountability and other factors.

AFSCME sued the state on behalf of 15,000 state workers in female-dominated jobs — nurses, secretaries, librarians, caseworkers and the like. On September 16, Judge Tanner ruled that the state was in violation of Title VII of the U.S. Civil Rights Act in consistently under-paying its employees in female-dominated jobs.

"We will continue to lead the way in fighting for pay equity, and similar legal actions can be expected against other state and local governments across the country," McEntee said. "We wanted the state to obey the law and to immediately to implement its own salary surveys, rather than over 10 years, as the state wanted to do.

According to the state-commissioned personnel studies, people in female-dominated jobs were being underpaid relative to people in male-dominated jobs held to be of equal worth in the state. That means the jobs required roughly the same level of skill, effort and responsibility, and scored the same number of points in analyses that also took into account work environment, danger, accountability and other factors.

AFSCME has a lawsuit pending against the state of Connecticut, and has filed sex-discrimination charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission against the cities of Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and other cities. CSEA is heavily involved in the Nassau County suit.

In Washington state

Decision could bolster cause in N.Y.

ALBANY — AFSCME's important legal win in the Washington state comparable worth case has special meaning for CSEA members, as their union works on several fronts to make the principle of comparable worth a reality in New York state.

In both the state and county divisions, CSEA is working through the courts and on the bargaining table to end pay inequities in job titles held predominantly by women.

The Washington case could help bring a quick and favorable resolution to the comparable worth issue in the Nassau County Local, where AFSCME and CSEA filed a lawsuit earlier this year.

Region I President Danny Donohue comments, "We hope the victory in Washington encourages the administration of Nassau County to sit down for meaningful discussions about correcting long-standing inequities. We're now trying to arrange face-to-face talks with county management by mid-January."

Donohue is among those union leaders who caution members that pay inequities won't be remedied overnight. "Our first goal is to have management agree to a study of jobs," he explains. "Then we can talk about implementing procedures that correct the inequities identified in the study."

Meanwhile, CSEA field representatives and collective bargaining specialists are beginning to introduce the issue of sex-based pay inequities at the bargaining table.

When Region I CBS George Peak introduced the issue during negotiations with the Three Village School District, management didn't officially recognize the comparable worth principle. But, as Peak explains, "Comparable worth did influence negotiations and helped us get management to agree to add an extra $100 to the top step in the salary structure. Comparable worth also influenced longevity."

Negotiations in the State Division begin about a year from now, and comparable worth is expected to be among topics discussed at the bargaining table. Discussions will be based on findings of a comprehensive study of state job titles, designed to determine if and to what extent sex-based pay inequities exist. The study, called for under the current NYS/CSEA collective bargaining agreements, is being developed by the Albany-based Center for Women in Government.

CSEA leaders polled seemed to agree that the Washington state decision should give added credibility to the comparable worth principle in New York.

"I'm sure AFSCME International is going to keep pushing to get a just settlement in Washington state, and we're going to keep working on this issue here in New York," said statewide Secretary Irene Carr, who also serves as a member of AFSCME's national Women's Committee.

"We're very fortunate to have AFSCME's expertise in this field which can be used to the advantage of our members. But all of us are still just at the beginning of resolving this issue. For example, I'd like to see a comparable worth model developed that local governments could adopt."

Decking the halls at Middletown P.C.

Employees of Middletown Psychiatric Center got into the Christmas spirit this year by decorating their facility for the holidays. At left, Lynette Romaine, an RN and member of PEF, and Norma Stephens, a CSEA member, trim a tree in one of the center's wards. Below, food service workers Nancy Dunmire and Helene Ward, both CSEA members, put the finishing touches on a window display in a patients' dining room. The reindeer was made by Ward's son, Eddie.
ATTENDING THE RECENT CONFERENCE in Washington were, from left, CSEA Executive Vice President Joseph McDermott, statewide Secretary Irene Carr, Region II President Francis DuBoise Batiste and statewide Women’s Committee Chairwoman Pat Taylor.

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Topics ranging from “women power” in politics to assessing and improving your leadership style held the attention of participants in the AFSCME Regional Women’s Conference in Washington last month.

CSEA was well represented at the conference. Two CSEA women — statewide Secretary Irene Carr and statewide Women’s Committee Chairwoman Pat Taylor — attended as members of the AFSCME Women’s Advisory Committee. The committee planned the series of four regional conferences, concluding with the Washington event.

They were joined by the remaining statewide officers, a large delegation from Metropolitan Region II, and several other CSEA members from throughout the state.

Among those addressing the conference were U.S. Congresswoman Barbara Mikulski of Maryland, AFSCME International President Gerald McEntee and AFSCME Secretary-Treasurer William Lucy.

Steuben County
contract talks
resume after
members march

BATH — Although county supervisors claim that a demonstration by CSEA members had no effect, the resumption of contract talks in Steuben County immediately following a CSEA protest appears more than coincidental.

An impasse in negotiations was broken after more than 200 Local 851 members joined the march.

“We are just looking for a decent pay raise and improvements and changes in our terms and conditions of employment, such as health insurance and the workweek,” said Unit President Terry Miller. “It’s nothing that couldn’t be handled very quickly with the proper negotiating attitude.”

Collective Bargaining Specialist Danny Jenks and Field Representative Ray DuCharme said the unit had not gone to impasse over contract disputes in seven years.

“In addition, they just declared a seven million dollar surplus and our contract demands wouldn’t even take up half of that,” said Jenks. “We hope they’ll see the proper way to harmonious labor relations and fair conditions for their employees is to continue to negotiate in good faith.”

Workshops
set in
Long Island

HAUPPAUGE — It will be a busy winter and spring for CSEA activists on Long Island.

A series of eight special workshops has been prepared by the Long Island Region Training, Information and Education Committee, chaired by Carol Craig of Suffolk Educational Local 870.

The season kicked off with a Saturday workshop on the role of women in the union on Nov. 5, followed by a program on pre-retirement planning Dec. 3, presented in conjunction with the School Districts Committee, chaired by Trudy Fox.

Upcoming workshops include advanced training for shop steward trainers, Jan. 17-18; internal organizing, Feb. 8 (Suffolk) and 9 (Nassau); a women’s workshop, April 12; the annual Long Island Region Workshop, April 27-29; and a seminar for delegates to the AFSCME convention, May 23. A topic is yet to be selected for a March 27 workshop.

LABOR-MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS at the Rochester Psychiatric Center were the topic of discussion there recently. Here, Herman Parson, left, president of RPC Local 429, and James Cooney, center, collective bargaining specialist, talk with Region VI President Robert L. Lattimer. The three union officials held open-door sessions with members prior to scheduling an agenda with the RPC administration.
Fund established for fire victims

Local president and her family lose everything in blaze

ALBANY — CSEA members are being urged to help a local officer and her family who are victims of a fire which destroyed the contents of their home on Dec. 20.

Though no one was injured, Department of Parole Local 669 President Hametha DeGroff and her family lost all their possessions in the blaze.

A special fund for the family has been set up by the union's Capital Region. All donations can be sent to: The DeGroff Family Fund, CSEA Capital Region Office, 1215 Western Ave., Suite 402, Albany, N.Y. 12203.

The family has an immediate need for clothing, especially the following: Ladies and men's shoes in size 8; boy's shoes, size 10½ and girl's shoes, size 7½ medium; men's pants, size 31 waist, 30 long; women's dresses, size 14; boy's clothes in size 5 and Junior dresses in size 9.

Also needed are men's shirts in size 15-15½ and sweaters in medium; women's blouses, size 14; boy's undergarments, size 4; and ladies undergarments in petite size.

“This appeal will be going on after most of the holiday spirit and extra money has been spent,” said C. Allen Mead, Capital Region president, “but I am confident CSEA leaders and members will make a special effort to help the DeGroffs through this tragedy.”

Cortland County unit ratifies 3-year pact

CORTLAND — Members of the Cortland County Unit of CSEA Local 812 have overwhelmingly approved a new three-year contract by a vote of 134 to 26.

Unit President Earl Conger, who also serves as Local 812 president, said the new agreement for 300 county employees will become effective Jan. 1., pending ratification by the Cortland County Board of Legislators. Conger listed key terms of the contract:

• an increase in salary of 5.5 percent each year of the agreement;
• new discipline and discharge procedure ending in binding arbitration;
• two upgradings in the highway department;
• a change in the holiday language, giving employees the day after Thanksgiving in exchange for Election Day.

In addition to Conger, other members of the unit negotiating committee included: Gary Ballou, chairman, Carol Deloff, Judy Davison and Peter Zajaczkowski. Roger Kane, CSEA collective bargaining specialist, served as chief negotiator for the union.
CASTING THEIR VOTE — Dee Herrington, left, and Muriel Matte, members of Gowanda Local 408, vote their preference for either the administration’s plan or CSEA’s plan regarding work location posting by the psychiatric center. Monitoring their vote is Sally Hageman.

**Work location issue still a gripe**

GOWANDA — A management proposal to change the definition of a work location at Gowanda Psychiatric Center is one of a spate of problems that has angered CSEA Gowanda Local 408 members, precipitating an emergency membership meeting recently.

Members at the meeting voiced complaints of management mistreatment and voted to choose a union initiative over the management proposal regarding work location.

“They have told us outright lies at labor-management meetings,” said Region VI President Robert L. Lattimer. “They say postings have always been by unit and not by ward, but we have proof that they have always listed the ward as the work location in job postings.”

Supporting those charges were reams of job postings that explicitly listed the ward where the jobs being posted were located.

In addition, Local 408 President Joe Hageman and Vice President Wayne Jones recently collected more than 300 signatures from members who say the ward has been the official work location at the facility.

While Gowanda management claims it needs “flexibility” in scheduling staff to carry out patient treatment programs, Lattimer, Hageman and Jones say changing the work location violates the union contract. Allowing management to shift employees around will also be detrimental to patient care, they say, since it disrupts the staff’s relationship with patients, and is bad for employee morale.

In addition to the work location issue, labor-management relations at Gowanda continue to suffer because of unresolved problems regarding understaffing, pass days and emergency change of schedules.

Lattimer said several labor-management meetings held in recent weeks have failed to resolve anything, and promised he would bring the problems to the attention of Albany officials.

“But each and every one of you has to know your contract, get the proper interpretation and continue to press for your rights,” he told members.

He also urged the 550 Local 408 members to “back up your local officers as they try to defend your rights.”

“This is your contract,” he said. “If we have to file mass grievances and have the field representatives come down here in groups to file them, that’s what we’ll do.”

**VOICE OF LABOR — Wayne Jones, Local 408 vice president, addresses an emergency membership meeting while Region VI President Robert Lattimer, center, and Local President Joe Hageman listen.**
Employee Benefit Fund a big success

By Stanley Hornak
CSEA Communications Associate

When the Employee Benefit Fund (EBF) began providing prescription drug and dental benefits for CSEA members a few years back, it took the place of an "archaic" dental plan, says Jase McGraw, EBF's director of marketing and communications.

"The plan, which was being administered by an insurance company, included a $50 deductible for individuals and $150 for families. It was replete with restrictions and limitations, he said.

The prescription drug plan then in effect was not much better. It, too, had a $50 deductible and was part of the statewide Major Medical program. Subscribers collected the year's bills and then submitted them for partial reimbursement.

But now all that has changed for state employees.

There are no deductibles. Dental benefits have been substantially improved and there is a statewide network of participating dentists who accept the CSEA fee schedule as full payment for covered services.

Prescriptions cost only $1 each. And now there is a mail order prescription system which makes it easier and less expensive to obtain drugs needed on a maintenance or day-to-day basis.

Previously, only a month's supply could be obtained at any one time but now a six month's supply may be ordered by mail. Monthly trips to the pharmacy are eliminated and only a $1 co-payment is required rather than the $6 which would have been spent securing prescriptions every four weeks.

EBF was created out of 1979 contract negotiations between CSEA and the Governor's Office of Employee Relations. It has been so successful that recently it enrolled its 100th public employer (the Niagara Falls Bridge Commission).

The fund's director, Thomas P. Collins, says the reasons the new plan is working so well is that it has advantages that allow it to offer more benefits. EBF does not make a profit and is not required by the state to pay taxes. It pays no sales commissions and gives no rebates or dividends to employers. Its accumulated surpluses are used to improve benefits.

"Back in 1979 we knew that we could get more benefits for the same amount of dollars. And we've succeeded," Collins said.

Success must also be attributed to various innovative measures to keep costs down. For example:

- names of dependents are listed on prescription drug plan cards to minimize abuse;
- generic drugs are substituted whenever possible in the mail-order program and in accordance with federal Food and Drug Administration guidelines;
- Medac, a Schenectady-based firm, was hired through competitive bidding to administer the prescription program. The EBF will save over $300,000 in administrative fees over the two-year contract;
- dependents over 19 years old who are fulltime students must have a letter from their college or university so stating;
- a $1,000 annual cap was placed on dental benefits because 1 percent of the membership was using 14 percent of dental plan dollars;
- a professional dental review group is used to determine whether or not contemplated work in excess of $150 is necessary or if there are better alternatives.

These cost containment measures have resulted in savings of approximately $40 million since 1979. And these monies have translated into newer and better benefits including the introduction of a Vision Care plan for state employees in November 1981.

The optical benefit took a year's planning, according to Collins: "We had to design everything from bidding procedures to data processing systems to put together a high quality plan."

Various aspects make that plan unique. Every 24 months eligible members and dependents are entitled to an eye examination and a pair of eyeglasses including lenses and frames. EBF uses a panel of approximately 150 optometrists who accept the fee schedule as full payment. A line of designer and metal frames was recently introduced.

A Long Island-based laboratory supplies eyeglasses at wholesale prices. Everything is union made. A quality control system monitors the laboratory's work and also reviews the professional care and guarantees members receive prompt, courteous and efficient service.

Considering all of EBF's benefits, the same level of services from a private carrier would cost 40 percent more. According to Collins, the fund is a prime example of a union successfully administering benefits to its members.

EBF workers prepare food baskets for families in the red

In a show of good will that characterizes the Christmas season, staff members at the CSEA Employee Benefit Fund (EBF) this year contributed hundreds of food items to make up holiday baskets for low-income families.

Workers in the office, which employs 35 people, brought in enough canned goods and other staples to fill four large boxes, each of which will be given to a family. In addition, EBF purchased turkeys for the baskets, which were donated to a food pantry at St. Peter's Episcopal Church, Albany.

According to Maria DiBiase, a member of the committee that worked on the project, the baskets would be given to families who are financially strapped though not necessarily at incomes below the poverty level.

"The church has a special food pantry for people who don't qualify for normal ones because of their income," DiBiase said. Such families often pay their bills and have little left over for food, she indicated.

Committee members said they were pleased with the response of generosity from their co-workers.

"This was a good idea and I hope we do it every year," said Barbara Catricala.

EBF director, Thomas Collins said he encouraged participation in the project but noted that the employees took the initiative in getting it off the ground.

"This is the first time that the employees have done this and they did it on their own," he said.

"With so much unemployment, I guess they realize they are fortunate to be working for a fine organization like EBF. They really feel enriched by their effort to share what they have with less fortunate families."
Office workers at Westbury Dept. of Motor Vehicles finally get paid for days docked

WATERTOWN — Members of the CSEA Watertown Unit have voted to accept a new two-year contract calling for a salary bonus in December, an increase effective July 1, improvements in the vacation schedule and new binding arbitration language in an agreement affecting 720 city employees.

According to Collective Bargaining Specialist Roger Kane, chief negotiator for the unit, the ratified contract negotiations which began in March.

"It was the decision of the CSEA negotiating committee not to recommend the city offer be accepted, but the members opted for a ratification vote and voted their approval," Kane said.

Terms of the agreement include:

- A bonus of $300, payable in December and applied to 1984 salary schedule.
- A 5 percent salary hike, effective July 1.
- An improved vacation schedule calling for approximately three additional days per year per employee.
- A modified agency shop requiring all members to remain members and new employees required to join the union or pay an agency shop fee equal to member dues.
- Establishment of a tripartite panel for final and binding arbitration of contract grievances.
- New employees will now be required to pay a percentage of hospitalization costs.

Commenting on the committee’s decision not to recommend the contract package, Kane added:

"We attempted to limit the percentage new employees would pay for family health insurance, but the city balked and the members wanted to vote on the tentative agreement. They have voted and we stand by that vote of acceptance."

In addition to CBS Kane, other members of the negotiating team included: Don Knight, unit president; Dick Greco, president of Jefferson County Local 823; Art Rosa, Mike Blair and Jan Piche.

The ratification vote ended more than 10 months of unit bargaining. The contract included embroils with a former city manager, interim city manager, the city council, a political election and informational picketing by employees who felt the city was not bargaining in good faith.

Suggestion program issues awards to state employees

Eighteen state employees recently received awards representing $14,058 in net first-year savings under the Employee Suggestion Program.

Three Department of Environmental Conservation employees shared in the largest single award. Fish and Wildlife Specialists Henry Buell, Alden Boularche and James Brand, all of Rome, shared $570 for suggesting, designing and implementing a portable water displacement measuring device usable on any fish tank.

Richard Jacoby, a highway maintenance supervisor with the Department of Transportation in Cortland, earned a $250 award for suggesting decals proving office procedures and forms, eliminating delays and duplication and improving effectiveness, have resulted in more than $10 million in net first-year savings to the state and its taxpayers. Awards are based on 10 percent of net first-year savings.

CSEA membership dues a bargain

ALBANY — Union dues don't cost — they pay. CSEA members union dues are a bargain compared to fees charged by many other public and private sector unions.

CSEA monthly dues are $11.35. The Public Employees Federation (PEF) currently charges $12 but has approved hikes of between $13 to $32.50 for the next fiscal year. PEF members earning less than $15,000 will not pay any increases until the 1986 fiscal year when dues go up $13 across-the-board.

Monthly dues of other unions surveyed averaged: $39, Laborers; $21.50, United Auto Workers; and $19.85, Communications Workers of America.

The National Education Association (NEA) bases dues, even for non-instructional personnel, on the national average salary of classroom teachers in public elementary and secondary schools. The Teamsters, meanwhile, charge an initiation fee and dues vary from local to local.

Where do CSEA union dues go?

Right off the top, the union rebates 25 percent to locals and units. A per capita tax is also paid to AFSCME, the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, which gives the union a direct link to the AFL-CIO and a voice in Washington.

CSEA also has a unique legal assistance program to protect members' rights. It has an aggressive political action program. A skilled professional staff provides such services as: education and training; health and safety; communications; employee assistance programs; research and budget analysis; and low-cost insurance. There is also a team of collective bargaining specialists to negotiate contracts.

For working people union dues are one of the best investments they can make. And, the record reveals that when you belong to CSEA you get your money's worth.

Local picks windbreakers for warmth

STONY BROOK — Local 614 has negotiated the issuance of nylon windbreakers for operational employees at the State University at Stony Brook, it was announced by Charlie Scelfani, president.

Scelfani said that the jackets were the clear preference of employees over shirts or smocks, which had been provided by management. The windbreakers will bear the insignia of the state university and the logo of CSEA across the backs.

The work clothing for the operational unit was provided by the state-CSEA contract, and the choice of item was left to local negotiations. Scelfani said that preference of employees over shirts or smocks, which had been provided by management. The windbreakers will bear the insignia of the state university and the logo of CSEA across the backs.

The work clothing for the operational unit was provided by the state-CSEA contract, and the choice of item was left to local negotiations. Scelfani said that the jackets were the clear preference of employees over shirts or smocks, which had been provided by management. The windbreakers will bear the insignia of the state university and the logo of CSEA across the backs.
DOLLED UP — Showing off some of the things they helped patients create are infirmary Activities Director Shirley Blum and Activities Aide Mary Hotaling. The sale of dolls, wreaths and other holiday items at a recent crafts fair brought in more than $400. The money will be divided between an Indian child sponsored by the patients and needy senior citizens.

MAKING WREATHS — Ulster County Infirmary employee Susan Studt works with residents Rita Blakely and Gladys Booker on Christmas wreaths for the crafts fair.

PITCHING IN — Glenn Schwenk, a dietary stock clerk, volunteers his artistic expertise to a crafts project. Working by his side is infirmary resident Kathryn Eggerton.

HELPING HANDS — Louise Dufficy, a senior activities aide, and Brenda Cook, an LPN, show infirmary residents Lila Call and Roger Batz how to make Christmas wreaths.

Patients & staff at Ulster home raise money for Indian youngster

KINGSTON — The Christmas spirit of sharing and caring is one that can be felt all year long at the Ulster County Infirmary, where the relationship between the employees and the 200 elderly patients is warm and loving.

But that spirit was especially alive recently as everyone worked closely together on a special holiday project.

The patients and staff, most of whom are members of CSEA Ulster County Local 856, spent weeks creating such holiday items as wreaths and dolls for a Christmas crafts fair.

The fair, held Dec. 16, helped raise money for a Pawnee Indian child from Oklahoma. The patients adopted the child, six-year-old Sammy, two-and-a-half years ago through the Christian Children’s Fund, which sets up schools on Indian reservations.

In addition to sending money raised from a variety of projects during the year, the nursing home patients frequently write letters to Sammy.

Of the $464 raised at the recent crafts fair, $216 will go to Sammy to help pay for books, clothing and other supplies. The rest will be spent on emergency food baskets for senior citizens.
The year began with high praise for public employees from Gov. Mario Cuomo in his first major address to the State Legislature, but from that moment on, 1983 was a year filled with proud union tradition as CSEA battled the administration on several fronts to protect the rights of union members.

CSEA fought the administration and the legislators over state plans to lay off thousands of public employees throughout 1983. And the union mounted sustained resistance to plans to convert several mental hygiene facilities into prison facilities. One of the largest battles occurred over union objections to continuation of the Tier III phase of the retirement system, and a major confrontation took place when CSEA mounted an offensive to save the state barge canal system.

The appearance of Walter Mondale, pictured above, before 1,500 CSEA delegates at the union’s 73rd annual meeting was among the highlights of a year filled with bright moments.

These major activities mingled with the normal myriad of union projects, programs and campaigns to make 1983 the latest in a long line of outstanding years in CSEA’s history. On the following pages, The Public Sector reviews some of the events of 1983 that affected the union, the members and the general public.
1983: THE YEAR IN REVIEW

**MARCH 1983**

- CSEA Executive Vice President Thomas H. McDonough dies unexpectedly.
- Gas, Mario M. Cuomo pays tribute to public employees in his first major address to the state legislature of the people who staff its agencies, direct its programs and execute its policies, he says.
- Joint CSEA/State Safety and Health Maintenance Committee launches statewide safety awareness program.
- CSEA initiates new educational service for members, designed to improve performances on civil service examinations.
- CSEA unveils 1983 legislative program.
- CSEA urges federal legislators to approve an amendment to state plans to lay off 8,500 state workers. Union reiterates long-held position that a board of trustees with public employee representation should be placed in control of investing the common funds. Federal legislators are shocked by poor conditions noted during tour of Manhattan Psychiatric Center.

**JANUARY 1983**

- CSEA Executive Director Thomas H. McDonough.
- CSEA Executive Director makes trip to Washington to hold press conferences urging state not to layoff barge canal workers.
- AFL-CIO endorses Walter Mondale as Democratic candidate for president.
- CSEA members who may have been exposed to AIDS at state workshops in Westchester County are told they are eligible for comprehensive medical screening.
- Union announces support of Rebuild New York bond issue, launched after government cutbacks at state Office Campus in Albany.
- CSEA joins AFSCME in opposing federal funding for a plan to charge state workers a hefty increase to park in lots operated or supervised by OGS in Albany.
- CSEA President McGowan tells meeting of New York State Public Employee Conference that the King-Fay Psychiatric Center has cancelled a plan to turn Park Psychiatric Center into a facility for children of state workers to open. CSEA officials help dedicate new day care center at State Office Campus in Albany, the 14th such facility for children of state workers to open.
- AFL-CIO endorses Walter Mondale as Democratic president.
- Hudson Bond Issue is passed.
- CSEA backs REBUILD NY bond issue.
- CSEA's legislative program is enacted into law.
- CSEA voices strong opposition to an affirmative action plan that could state an established civil service list in the Department of Labor.
- Union charges that policy has skewed unemployment benefits to the point where many workers are required to work in an unemployment line.
- An angry Albany County employees picnic county officials after they show their displeasure with constant talk after long county's offer is rejected by three of the four bargaining units.
- CSEA joins AFSCME in opposing federal funding of a study designed to assist 10 targeted states including New York to develop down mental health and mental institution.
WASHINGTON — The year 1983 was a tough one for working people, their families and their unions. Yet it ended on a strong note of hope as labor mobilized for an election year in which it seeks to elect its friends to the White House and the Congress.

For the first time in a generation, unemployment remained high despite talk of recovery. Mass hunger and malnutrition reappeared across the land as the needy felt the sting of Reagan’s budget cuts and dislocated workers became known as the “new poor.”

Yet there were signs that things were changing. The Democrats in the House, bolstered by 26 more seats from the 1982 elections, held Reagan’s attacks on federal programs even if they could not yet reverse the cuts.

The Labor Day-Solidarity Day event on September 5, 1.1 million people marched and rallied in 150 cities and towns to demonstrate their unity. As the Democratic endorsement of Walter Mondale’s presidential nomination, the stage is set for an all-out effort in the 1984 elections.

This is the story of 1983, told through the headline files of Press Associates.

FOUR YEAR FOR WORKING PEOPLE

JANUARY

UAW okays Chrysler pact with first pay hike in two years ... Deep recessions, inflation rate, worker earnings fall 1.9% in 1982 ... Douglas urges reform of collective bargaining law for 1984 ... Workers’ rate at 10.8 percent, with 12 million looking for jobs in December ... Labor hall invasion in striking Donnans’ Davis-Bacon changes ... AFSCME wind court order against OSHA on ethylene oxide ... AFL-CIO urges $10 billion for community service jobs plan ... Supreme Court rules union liable for lost pay in grievance cases at airline ... UFCW wins out at Pacific Lumber by a 4-1 margin in 1982 ... Housing starts in ’82 worst in 26 years ... Kirkland calls Reagan’s budget “wrong, unfair” ... UAW’s Fraser says 25 million lack health coverage due to recession ... AFSCME study finds states crippled by federal cuts ...

FEBRUARY

Unemployment dips to 10.4 percent; Kirkland calls level “intolerable” ... Labor urges Congress to reject Reagan budget hitting poor the hardest ... Economic report foresees high unemployment for years ... AFT and NEA hit Reagan education cuts, “gimmicks” ... Kirkland urges $60 billion jobs plan, rejection of Reagan budget-tax policies ... Federal and postal workers fight pay, pension cutbacks ... Recovery drives down wage gains in 1982 pact ... Senate confirms Dotson as NRLB chief ... COPE report money edge saved GOP from rout in ’82 ...

MARCH

Jobless rate hangs at 10.4 percent; 11.5 million unemployed ... House passes emergency jobs bill; Democrats promise “Phase I” plan ... Steelworkers win industry pledge to plow contract savings into modernization ... $4.6 billion jobs, relief measure clears Congress, signed by Reagan ...

APRIL

Unemployment rate little changed at 10.3 percent; Presidential panel says federal government has obligation to ensure health care for all ... AFT urges,500,000 to stop cuts in Social Security ... Unions say 1,000 workers’ appeals rejected ... Government recognizes asbestos “irresponsible” ... Court tells OSHA to expedite ethylene oxide rule ... $4.6 billion jobs, relief measure clears Congress, signed by Reagan ...

Unemployment rate little changed at 10.3 percent ... Presidential panel says federal government has obligation to ensure health care for all ... AFT urges,500,000 to stop cuts in Social Security ... Unions say 1,000 workers’ appeals rejected ... Government recognizes asbestos “irresponsible” ... Court tells OSHA to expedite ethylene oxide rule ... $4.6 billion jobs, relief measure clears Congress, signed by Reagan ...

JUNE

Jobless rate slips to 10.1 percent; 11.2 million seek work ... Hobbs Act amendment pushed by RTW group, right wing senators ... Gordon Freeman, AFL-CIO’s New York right-to-work activist, says “bust” of good faith and unity ...

JULY

Unemployment rate 10 percent in June; 11 million seek work ... Integrity of labor law seen at stake as House panel grills former “right-to-work” official now at NRLB ... Service Employees’ survey shows asbestos cancer risk in schools affects 3.2 million children ... Court upholds Labor Dept. ‘right-to-work’ as weakening Davis-Bacon Act ... Harold Buoy retires, C.W. Jones takes helm of Boilermakers ... Grain Millers elect Robert Willis president as Frank Hoese steps down ... Na-Boilermakers ... Grain Millers elect Robert Willis president as Frank Hoese steps down ...

AUGUST

UFCW’s Charlie Hayes wins primary, headed for Congress ... Labor needs ally in White House, Kilroy tells BRAC convention ... July jobless rate falls to 10.4 percent, with 10.6 million unemployed ... House okays health care for unemployed ... 2.6 million fall into poverty, boosting total to 34 million ... Congress passes plan to rescue rail retirement ... Get into political gaffes of AFL-CIO’s Wynn tells members ... Labor okays budget as a “wage-busting” ... UFCW’s Charlie Hayes wins primary, headed for Congress ... Labor needs ally in White House, Kilroy tells BRAC convention ... July jobless rate falls to 10.4 percent, with 10.6 million unemployed ... House okays health care for unemployed ... 2.6 million fall into poverty, boosting total to 34 million ... Congress passes plan to rescue rail retirement ... Get into political gaffes of AFL-CIO’s Wynn tells members ... Labor okays budget as a “wage-busting” ...

SEPTEMBER

1.3 million workers march and rally in 151 cities and towns on Labor Day, Security Day III, demanding all-out jobs drive ... U.S. industry, service sectors ... C.E. Associations ...

OCTOBER

Democratic presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale announces endorsement to save U.S. industry, jobs ... Labor asks Congress to restore aid for poor, children, jobs; Nobel Peace Prizes to Lech Walesa hailed by Kirkland, McAleese ... U.A.W. to launch “bust” of good faith and unity ...

November

Witnesses tell Congress that employer manipulation of law, NRLB backlog ... House passes auto content bill seen protecting 1 million jobs ... October jobless rate falls to 8.8 percent; 9.9 million unemployed ... Labor blasts NLRB for “chaos” in construction ... Greyhound attempt to “bust” teamsters ... Kirkland charge OSHA stalling practice cases in accord ...

December

Court grants industry stay on OSHA asbestos rule ... In setback to labor, OSHA backs arms control talks ... Labor asks Congress to restore aid for poor, children, jobs; Nobel Peace Prizes to Lech Walesa hailed by Kirkland, McAleese ... U.A.W. to launch “bust” of good faith and unity ...

1984

With labor’s endorsement of Walter F. Mondale for the Democratic presidential nomination, the stage is set for an all-out effort in the 1984 elections.
ALBANY — Throughout his term in office Ronald Reagan has had a slash and burn policy of budget cuts. The worst thing about this policy is the unfairness. Reagan’s cuts hit hardest at the working poor and the unemployed. While at the same time his military spending sprees and tax cuts for the rich have created a budget deficit of more than $200 billion, that’s more than three times as large as the worst Carter deficit.

Here are some of the specific cuts that have hurt programs delivered by public employees:

- Employment and Training: cut $455.5 million
- Child Nutrition: cut $99.3 million
- Aid for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC): cut $262.3 million
- Social Services: cut $164.8 million
- Medicaid: cut $37.4 million
- EPA Wastewater Grants: cut $318.0 million
- Food Stamps: cut $263.2 million

Clearly, public services to help the poor, elderly and handicapped suffer while the rich special interests profit. This policy is simply unfair.

Below is a charge which shows how some of the counties in New York have been hurt by Reagan’s policies. These are the counties for which data was available at press time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>AFDC (in millions)</th>
<th>Food Stamps (in millions)</th>
<th>Social Services (in millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region I</td>
<td>$310.0</td>
<td>$31.7</td>
<td>$1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nassau</td>
<td>$263.2</td>
<td>$14.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk</td>
<td>$14.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region II</td>
<td>$234.8</td>
<td>$12.7</td>
<td>13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westchester</td>
<td>$263.2</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region IV</td>
<td>$263.2</td>
<td>$3.2</td>
<td>130.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany</td>
<td>$310.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>135.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rensselaer</td>
<td>$263.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>130.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schenectady</td>
<td>$57.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>130.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region V</td>
<td>$200.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>175.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broome</td>
<td>$16.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jefferson</td>
<td>$5.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>380.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Onondaga</td>
<td>$5.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>380.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region VI</td>
<td>$455.5</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>810.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie</td>
<td>$263.2</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>810.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe</td>
<td>$234.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>810.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These are actual cuts approved by Congress. In each case Reagan’s proposed cuts were even larger.

LOCKPORT — While the state Supreme Court ponders the legality of an imposed 1982 contract which took away many benefits of Niagara County employees, the Local 832 unit’s members have reached agreement and signed a three-year contract that extends through 1985.

According to Unit President Quain Weber, a collective “sigh of relief” was the general reaction of the membership of the unit after years of negotiation and debate.

Emmanuel Vitale, collective bargaining specialist, spelled out the details of the contract to an overflowing crowd of unit members who, after considerable debate, voted 314 to 67 in favor of the agreement that provides a raise of 50 percent in the next two years, in addition to increments.

The new contract restores several items that were taken away in the imposed settlement that was in effect for 1982. One prime ingredient restored was the agency shop provision. Three exceptions were made, which excluded the director of eligibility, director of administrative services and personnel specialist.

Also under the new contract, regular, permanent and parttime employees hired prior to Sept. 1, 1982 shall continue to receive Blue Cross & Blue Shield coverage provided by the employer. However, the same employees hired after Sept. 1, 1982 will be required to pay 50 percent of the cost of Blue Cross & Blue Shield.

The contract retains for the county “the right” to deny a sick leave extension without being subject to the grievance procedure. However, this stipulation provides that approval of sick leave or the extension of same “shall not be unreasonably withheld,” according to Vitale.

Maternity leave, which was found to be discriminatory towards males, has been modified in the new pact to become “child-rearing leave.” This provides, upon notification to the department head, the allowance of up to 10 months unpaid personal leave upon the birth of a child. Other agreements reached include clarification of workweek and working hours, longevity pay increases, overtime provisions, retirement and mileage reimbursement.

The negotiating team included Sharon Celand, Dick McIntyre, Jan Allen, Jaimie Gotowka, Gordon Kenyon, Betty Kurtz, Teresa McEvoy, Mike Brady, Rudy Maida, Weber and Vitale. Early negotiations were handled by Region VI Director Lee Frank and Field Representative Thomas Christy.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING SPECIALIST Manny Vitale, above, gestures as he explains the proposed contract for the Niagara County CSEA unit. Unit President Quain Weber, right, looks on. Unit members later voted to accept the new three-year agreement.

AT LEFT, A MEMBER OF Niagara County CSEA unit, Local 832, votes on a proposed three-year contract with the county. Members approved the new agreement by a sizeable margin.

THE PUBLIC SECTOR, Friday, December 30, 1983
More kids had a reason to smile this Christmas because of the participation of Region I members again in an annual campaign called Toys for Tots.

CSEA's Long Island Region collected nearly $5,000 worth of toys for the drive, which is sponsored by the U.S. Marine Reserves. This is the third holiday season that the region has taken part in the effort.

"We've been collecting toys for the Toys for Tots campaign for three years now, and each year our members participate more than before," says Danny Donohue, Region I president.

The region's involvement with the toy drive came out of a request from former CSEA member Virgilio Torres, now a gunnery sergeant with the Marine Reserves. Torres worked for a number of years at Pilgrim Psychiatric Center.

Members of Brentwood Teacher Aide Unit of Suffolk Education Local 870 were among those who took part in the program. They collected more than 300 toys for distribution to needy children on Christmas.

"We really wanted to get a lot of people involved this year," said Marilyn Mahler, president of the unit, who noted she turned for help to other units in the region. The Islip Cafeteria Unit, Central Islip Special Education Teacher Aides Unit, Bayport-Bluepoint Teacher Aides Unit and Middle Island Bus Drivers Unit all joined Mahler's group in donating toys to the campaign.

After collecting the toys, members of the Brentwood and Islip units joined forces to wrap the gifts.

All of the toys gathered by region members were turned over to Marines for distribution to the poor before Christmas.

If you want to boost CSEA’s effort for the 1984 federal elections, send your contribution payable to “PEOPLE” to the CSEA Legislative Office, 150 State Street, 5th Floor, Albany, NY 12207. Contributions can result in an income tax credit up to $50 for a person filing singly or $100 for a joint return.

YES! I want to contribute $1 $3 $5 $10 $ to the CSEA PEOPLE effort. I understand this money will be used in federal elections.

NAME ____________________________ Local # ____________

ADDRESS __________________________ Zip ____________

In accordance with federal law, the PEOPLE Committee will accept contributions only from members of AFSCME and their families.
Day care program opens at Rochester Psychiatric Center

ROCHESTER — The Rochester Psychiatric Center is alive with the sounds of children's laughter and chatter these days, after five years of struggle by CSEA and other unions to establish a day care center on its grounds.

The new center, which was unveiled and dedicated Dec. 14, currently accommodates 35 youngsters, from infants to preschoolers, and expects to have room for more soon. It accepts children of employees at both the Rochester Psychiatric Center and the Monroe Developmental Center.

CSEA played a major role in the push for the day care center, which was developed and supported through a committee of several labor unions.

"The center is a tribute to forgetting the petty parochial interests that sometimes separate labor and management," said CSEA Region VI President Robert L. Lattimer, at the recent dedication ceremony.

Joining Lattimer at the opening ceremony were CSEA statewide Secretary Irene Carr, as well as officials from the Governor's Office of Employee Relations and the Civil Service Commission.

GOER Director Thomas Hartnett said CSEA deserved credit "for putting the state's feet to the fire to see that the center was completed.

"Everybody wins in a situation such as this, that allows parents to know that their children are in safe hands while they are at work," he added.

Hartnett pledged the state's continued support for day care facilities, and turned over a check for $14,000 from GOER as a final installment of state assistance for the project.

Rochester Psychiatric Center Local 420 President Herman Parson and Monroe Developmental Center Local 439 President Creaola Shelton praised the efforts of the many CSEA members who worked hard to make the center a reality.

The RPC members who worked on the project and are involved in its ongoing operation are Chairwoman Karen Robbins, Sandy Howard, Jean Adams, Judy Davis, Jean Smith, Lisa Pecora, Chris Kubanka, Joni Fairbanks-Bright, Richard Willis and Christine Felton.

The MDC members involved included Mary Cartwright, Ann McNabb, Ruby Everette, Margie Doolin, Ann Bendon, Gwenn Butts and Al Tarr.

CSEA has been in the forefront of the fight to make quality day care available at major work locations in New York.

The Rochester center is the 15th such facility to open in the state, with a total of 20 in the planning.
HELP THE BLIND SEE THEIR WAY THROUGH CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS

ALBANY — You can help CSEA remove one of the obstacles that visually impaired people face in preparing for Civil Service exams by volunteering a few hours of your time to help tape the union's exam study booklets. The series of 12 booklets that CSEA makes available to its members to help them prepare for the Civil Service examinations will be recorded on tape cassettes and made available to the visually handicapped. The project is being spearheaded by CSEA's Education Department.

"A few months back, we received a call from a blind public employee who wanted to know what we could do to help him prepare for the exam," explained CSEA Director of Education Sally Bouton. "We have now worked out an arrangement with a volunteer organization called Taping for the Blind to put our study materials on cassettes so we can make this help available to our members who are visually handicapped."

"We're ready to start taping," she said, "but now we need the assistance of some CSEA members who will volunteer to serve as monitors for the project." Bouton explains that the actual readings will be done by members of the Taping for the Blind organization, based in Schenectady. But monitors are needed to help run the tape equipment and catch any errors that the readers might make. Each of the 12 booklets will probably require two sessions, each lasting one to two hours. Most taping sessions will be held during the day at a Schenectady location. Experience with taping equipment would be helpful. Sessions are scheduled to begin in late January.

"We think this is a valuable and much-needed project, and that it's a great way for CSEA members to help their brothers and sisters in the union in a very direct and caring way," Bouton said.

Members interested in volunteering to serve as project monitors are asked to return the coupon below.

---

Members urged to jump into LEAP offerings for 1984

ALBANY — 1984 will be a LEAP year in more ways than one, according to Tom Quimby, Director of the Labor Education Action Program (LEAP).

1984 will be the first full year of operation for the program, designed to provide a wide range of education services to members of the ASU, ISU and OSU bargaining units. And Quimby reports that the program is off to a good start.

The LEAP program began operations nine months ago, and completed its first semester of courses this Fall, offering 270 courses to some 3,000 state workers.

That's just the beginning. Registration has been completed for the spring 1984 semester, which will offer 325 courses through 60 institutions of higher education. In addition, the LEAP staff is already formulating plans for the Fall 1984 semester.

"We're received feedback from course participants, from schools and colleges involved in the program, and from members who helped us by filling out a survey questionnaire this Fall," said Quimby. "The results all indicate that the program has been a major success in meeting the needs of CSEA members in these bargaining units."

Quimby added that some 3,800 members returned the survey questionnaires. "This high response rate indicates a high degree of interest in our program, and the results of the analysis will help us tremendously in planning future courses," he said.

Survey responses indicated that the major goals members hoped to achieve by taking LEAP courses are: increased opportunity for promotion, more general knowledge, more training for current jobs and a college degree. According to Quimby, this shows that state workers are highly professionally motivated, and consider education very important in improving work performance and opportunities.

"We're going to continue our efforts to get input and first-hand information about the program from members, and we'll keep on encouraging more schools and colleges to participate in the program," Quimby said. "We'll also keep talking to agency training and personnel staff to determine what courses they believe are most effective to help our members achieve upward mobility."

LEAP will also be branching out during 1984 in an effort to provide education services to members in geographic areas where institutions of higher education have not offered LEAP courses. Plans call for a series of "mini-courses" on various subjects, conducted at or near worksites.

An important aspect of the LEAP curriculum is that their programs are on high school equivalency and adult basic education. With nearly 1,000 students enrolled, the program provides participants the opportunity to work toward a high school equivalency diploma.

"In addition, we found that we had members who may have received high school diplomas, but whose reading, writing and arithmetic skills were still poor and were holding them back," he explained. "So our program provides for review of English grammar, vocabulary, spelling, arithmetic, problem-solving skills, and other topics for those who need to brush up on these basic skills."

All in all, Quimby predicts a great year for the CSEA/LEAP program, and he urges ASU, ISU and OSU members to make 1984 a great year for themselves by participating in the educational programs. Additional information may be obtained by contacting the LEAP office in Albany: 518/434-8151.
GREG DAVIS, right, CSEA's Greene County field representative, presents a check for $251 to help the Greene County Toys for Tykes Christmas Campaign to County Social Service Commissioner Carol Wallace, left. Local CSEA President Richard Canniff and Shop Steward Barbara Steyert observe the presentation.

**Capital Region CSEA staff contributed to the needy**

ALBANY — The Capital Region CSEA staff continued its tradition of helping the needy during the holiday season by contributing more than $500 to the Fulton County and Greene County social service departments. Earlier, the same clerical and professional staff employees in the CSEA Capital Region office had contributed $200 to striking Greyhound employees.

The staff employees saved $702 this year through bi-weekly contributions to a fund they had originally established several years ago. Each year during the holiday season they then selected needy causes to receive the funds saved. Last year the contributions went to social service departments in Montgomery and Schoharie counties.

“In Greene County, the Toys for Tykes program was $1000 short of its needs when we made our donation,” Greg Davis, field representative, reports. “We challenged other Greene County organizations to get involved and helped the program reach its goal.”

While the Greene County effort benefited a countywide program, the Fulton County donation helped one family of eight enjoy the holiday.

“Fulton County Office Building President Edith ‘Bunny’ Grahn, who works in Social Services, helped us select a family which really needed a little bit of help,” Joseph Bakerian, field representative, explained. “We gave the family an envelope full of gift certificates from a large supermarket in the area. The woman was overwhelmed.”

In an interview with Johnstown radio station WENT, Grahn stated how proud she was of the CSEA Capital Region staff. “Our staff is not just dedicated to serving the needs of the members they represent, but also in helping us take care of the needs of the people we serve.”

CAPITAL REGION Field Representative Joseph Bakerian, left, gives Edith “Bunny” Grahn, Fulton County Office Building CSEA Unit president, an envelope filled with $251 worth of gift coupons. County Social Service Commissioner Richard G. Lesser, meanwhile, compliments Bakerian on the union’s staff involvement.
Albany — CSEA's statewide Board of Directors met in Albany Dec. 1.

Three board committee appointments were approved: Pat Grandau to the Personnel Committee and June Robak and Jack Cassidy to the Directors Committee.

The board approved and sent to the Budget Committee a decision authorizing CSEA to purchase the time (up to 1 1/2 days per meeting) for board members who are not granted the necessary employee organization leave under their collective bargaining agreements in order to attend the monthly meetings.

Also approved was the County Executive Committee's recommendations that the 1986 county delegates workshop be held at the Americana in Albany, June 7-8, and that the 1986 event be held at the Sheraton University Inn and Conference Center in Syracuse, June 6-8.

The board approved a resolution that CSEA "begin an earnest and serious effort to establish parity between political subdivisions and state service... utilizing the full battery of CSEA services including political action, communications, negotiations and legal services." Directors approved increasing the regional presidents' honorariums by $4,000 per year, effective July 1, 1984, 1985 and 1986, while recommending that a special committee be appointed to study job requirements, duties and responsibilities of regional presidents and report to the board in March.

Acting on the Personnel Committee's report, the board approved creating the position of purchasing specialist, and referred the item to the Budget Committee. The board was also informed that job specifications for the position of director of safety/health maintenance has been modified to remove EAP references.

After discussing the report of the Appeals Committee, the board voted to sustain the finding of the Judicial Board that Joseph Johnson be given a formal reprimand.

The board referred a section of the statewide and local constitutions concerning Judicial Board voting procedures to the Constitution and By-Laws Committee for clarification.

The special Committee to Review Employee Benefit Fund Operations submitted its report, which focused on alleged irregularities in awarding the contract to administer the prescription drug operations of the CSEA EBF, adding that they anticipated no further action.

The standing Safety and Health Maintenance Committee critiqued the recent joint labor-management safety symposium in Glen Falls and made recommendations for future forums of this type.

Questions by CSEA members concerning the union's Board of Directors should be directed to that member's board representative, local president or to the office of the statewide secretary. Copies of the secretary's board minutes are mailed to all board representatives and local presidents.
DOT employees protest new use of ‘STOP’ sign over flag; grievance filed

By Ron Wofford
CSEA Communications Associate

BATAVIA — The highway signs that alert drivers to road construction crews are a normal part of everyday driving. But one type of sign — that held by the flagman when road crews are working — has become a safety hazard, according to one Department of Transportation union official.

DOT Local 513 President Robert Turner says that a hazard has been created by a statewide DOT order that flagmen slowing traffic for road work crews must now use rigid stop signs instead of the familiar fluorescent flag to slow traffic.

Turner notes that the traditional flag is easier to handle and more visible than the rigid sign, which is mounted on a pole and much heavier, making maneuverability in high wind conditions dangerous.

"Can you imagine, on a windy day, trying to hang onto your hard hat with one hand, the sign with the other, and trying to find a third hand to direct traffic?" he asks. He also notes that the rigid sign makes it more difficult for a flagman to jump out of the way of an oncoming car that has not stopped.

A grievance on the new order has been filed at the local level and passed on to the next step because it is a statewide issue. Region VI OSHA Representative John Bieger is also investigating the situation, and will issue a report.

Although the federal highway administration approves the rigid signs and regulations call for their use, Turner and fellow DOT employee Ron Cianfrini say they have traveled around the country on vacation and have yet to see any other highway employees using the rigid signs.

It is "always the flag being used," they say. "People are used to the flag," says Cianfrini, "and after eight hours in a wind storm on a road crew you feel like your arm is coming off if you have to use this rigid sign all day."

Turner says that in the 19 years he has worked for DOT the flag has always been used, and he hopes to have the order regarding the use of the rigid flag abolished.

"We are going to keep pushing for this because this is a dangerous job," he says. We are going to keep pushing for the safety of our members."
New course teaches members how to handle violent patients

Non-Abusive Physical & Psychological Intervention

By Charles McGeary
CSEA Communications Associate

MARCY — An innovative program aimed at reducing the number of attacks, injuries and other harmful patient-to-patient and patient-to-staff incidents is now underway for some 80 CSEA-represented employees at the Central New York Psychiatric Center here.

The employees are clericals and others in non-direct patient care at the center, which is the maximum security facility on the campus of Marcy Psychiatric Center.

They have begun training in Non-Abusive Physical and Psychological Intervention — NAPPI — a private training program designed to assess, prevent and manage aggressive behavior using a combination of psychology, ethics and non-violent physical restraint.

"Each program is specifically designed to teach employees at psychiatric facilities non-violent methods of handling patients who become violent and aggressive," said Kurk Lalemand, NAPPI founder and director.

The 30-hour course for the 80 employees was arranged through an $11,000 agency experimental grant, part of an education agreement CSEA negotiated with the state.

It is similar to a course being offered at the Central New York facility to direct care employees represented by AFSCME Council 82, and supplements other NAPPI programs that have been given there.

Over the past year, NAPPI has been given to more than 250 employees at Central New York, including security hospital treatment assistants, psychologists, nurses, doctors and social workers, through a grant from the joint labor-management Committee on the Work Environment and Productivity (CWEP).

"This is not a self-defense course," said Lalemand, who is a registered emergency medical technician with a background in psychology and the martial arts. "NAPPI is based upon the science of kinesiology, or the study of the anatomy in relation to the body's movements."

NAPPI trainers generally teach such things as rapid assessment of potentially dangerous situations, teamwork for managing violent patients, risk reduction, defusing strategies, lethality assessment, restraint and control, rape survival, personal safety and development of policies and procedures.

Bud Mulchy, president of CSEA Local 414, which represents employees at both the Marcy and Central New York facilities, noted that although many of the members taking the courses are women who are not directly involved with patients at Central New York, NAPPI provides them with skills that can be invaluable outside of the work environment.

"It gives women an added assurance of self-protection," said Mulchy. "Some might have been reluctant to use the techniques at first, but after several sessions they gained confidence."

Mulchy praised the course as being not only worthwhile, but called it "an outstanding example of a beneficial program for CSEA members that originated through state contract negotiations."

NAPPI has produced some remarkable statistics in places where it has been in use for a number of years. At the Augusta Mental Health Institute in Maine, for example, where Lalemand began training staff members five years ago, violent incidents have declined steadily, from 184 in 1977 to 71 in 1981.

Augusta's director, Gary Mullaney, said that when he first joined the institute in 1978, the average loss of staff time because of patient-caused injury was 300 hours a month. "Now it's about that amount in one year," he said.

The immediate results at the Mid-Hudson Psychiatric Center in New Hampton, N.Y., indicate that NAPPI training contributed significantly to a 30 percent reduction in staff/patient incidents that required either restraint or seclusion. This was for a three-month period between March and May 1983, compared with the same period in 1982.